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USB-C® to DisplayPort™ Adapter Cable - 4K 60Hz

Connect a USB Type-C device directly to the DisplayPort input of a 
projector or display to transmit video and audio

OVERVIEW 
The USB-C to DisplayPort Adapter Cable allows for a direct connection of a USB-C 
enabled laptop or device to a DisplayPort input on a projector or display—making it an 
ideal connectivity option when your laptop and display ports don’t match. Perfect to use 
while in the office or when working from home.

This adapter cable supports resolutions up to 4K at 60Hz for enhanced high definition 
viewing. The cable form factor of this adapter provides a convenient and straightforward 
solution that eliminates the need for a separate adapter and cable, removing the 
possibility of failure points between your devices. 

You can use this adapter cable with USB-C or Thunderbolt™ 3 enabled devices, and 
the plug-and-play feature means no need to worry about software downloads or  
driver updates.

FEATURES
 — Supports resolutions up to 4K (4096 x 2160) at 60Hz for viewing high definition content

 — Adapter in cable form for a single cable solution

 — Compatible with USB-C and Thunderbolt 3 ports for more device connectivity

 — Plug-and-play, so no additional software or drivers needed

ITEM DESCRIPTION
C2G54474  3ft (0.9m) USB-C to DisplayPort Adapter Cable - 4K 60Hz
C2G54475 6ft (1.8m) USB-C to DisplayPort Adapter Cable - 4K 60Hz
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SIGNAL SPECIFICATIONS
 — Supports resolutions up to 4K at 60Hz

 — USB Bandwidth: Up to 5Gbps

 — USB Bus Power 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
 — Operating Temperature: 0°C to 45°C; 10-85% RH (Non-Condensing)

 — Storage Temperature: -10°C to 70°C; 5-90% RH (Non-Condensing)

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
 — Housing: PVC Molding, Black
 — Jacket Color: Black
 — Connector A: USB-C Male Connector, Nickel Plated
 — Connector B: DisplayPort Male Connector, Nickel Plated
 — Product is CE Marked and Conforms to 2011/65/EU ROHS 2
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